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THE 

L O N D O N  a~D E D I N B U R G H  

P H I L O S O P H I C A L  M A G A Z I N E  
A N D  

J O U R N A L  OF SCIENCE.  

[THIRD SERmS.  

M A l t  C H  183~. 

X X I X .  On the Trobable future Extension of  the Coal-felds 
at present worked. B 9 the l~ev. W .  D. CONYBEArtE~ M.A., 
F.R.8., ~'e. 

To the Editors of  the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. 
Gentlemen, 

I N tim application of geological science to the development 
of the mineral resources which constitute so material a part 

of the wealth of nations, no subject can possibly claim a higher 
statistical importance than the investigation of the relations of 
our principal coal districts, with a view to point out the lines 
in which we may look with the greatest probability for the 
future profitable extension of their workings, when the immense 
and increasing demand for that mineral shall threaten to ex- 
haust our present supplies; a period which some apprehen- 
sive geologists have predicted to be within a few centuries. Al- 
though I myself incline to be more sanguine, still every one 
.must allow the discussion to be one of the very first (economical 
interest. I have already in my former geological publications 
often alluded to it; but I am persuaded that a short connected 
view of what is already known may at the present moment be 
useful, and may very probably tend to elicit fi'esh information 
in th e points where it will thus be shown to be most important. 

I shall first hastily survey with this view the great coal-fields 
of Durham and Yorkshire, on the eastern skirt of the great 
chain of the Penine hills, which traverses, as a back-bone, our 
northern counties. I shall then examine the detached fields 
scattered through the plains of the midland counties to the 
south of the expiration of that chain, and thus proceed to 
those on its western skirt, extending thence to the borders of 
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162 Tuture Extension of lhe English Coalfields. 

Wales, and still more to the north, skirting the Cumbrian or 
Lake Mountain group: Lastly, I shall speak as to the coal- 
fields of our south-western districts of Somerset, Gloucester 
and South Wales. 

I. The Northumberland and Durham coal-field is well 
known, extending fi'om the mouth of the Coquet on the north 
to the banks of tile Tees on the south. The dip of the strata 
is along the northern edge to the south-east, and through the 
middle of the field due east; but at its southern extremity 
along the Tees, near Bishop's Auckland, the line of bearing 
appears to curve, and they change their dip, first to north and 
then to north-west. Along the south-eastern border they are 
uniformly overlaid by a terrace of magnesian limestone; but 
Mr. Sedgwiek has satisfactorily shown that they are eapable 
of being profitably pursued beneath this limestone, and ac- 
tually have been so in many instances. Here, therefore, is an 
extension of the field apparently limited only by the expense 
of deep drainage. But the most important point connected 
with our inquiry presents itself on the south of the Tees, 
where, in consequence of the curvature which we have men- 
tioned of the line of bearing of the eoaI strata to the east and 
north-east, the magnesian limestone, extending in its regular 
course to the south, overlies unconformably their edges, and 
comes in contact with the more unproductive subjacent strata 
of millstone grit, &e. Now it ought carefully to be ascer- 
tained whether this curvature near Bishop's Auckland be 
more than a merely partial inflection ; and whether the main 
coal strata do not speedily resume their southerly bearing, 
beneath the covering of the magnesian limestone, under such 
circumstances that they might still be profitably worked. 

From the Tees to the Wharfe the eastern terrace of mag- 
nesian limestone in its course through northern Yorkshire 
appears almost immediately in contact with the more barren 
inferior strata; but Mr. Smith, in his Geological Map of 
Yorkshire, has indicated a thin zone of carboniferous measures 
as accompanying the greater part of its course; and Mr. 
Sedgwick has indicated coal as worked in this interval near 
the banks of the Gore at Winksley, and on the right bank 
of the Nid near Bihon. Now if in pursuing these indica- 
tions eastward in the direction of the dip beneath the mag- 
nesian limestone the main seams were recovered, and traced 
throughout the interval between the Tees and Wharfe, a di- 
strict fully equal to those already worked might be laid open ; 
and as the seams of the Somersetshire coal-field are worked 
under a still thicker covering of superincumbent strata of 
magnesian limestone, red marl, and lias, I do not doubt that 
these might be worked with equal ease; and I believe I have 
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Mr. Nixon on the Trigonometrical Height of h~gleborough. 163 

often heard Mr. Sedgwick express his opinions to the same 
effect. 

South of the Wharfe the main coal-seams again emerge, 
and continue exposed throughout the great field of' SouthYork- 
shire and Derbyshire, as far as the banks of the Derwent ; but 
here they are again overlaid by the superincumbent strata, for 
the red marl, sweeping round to the west in this direction, 
overflows, as it were, all the extensive plains of our midland 
counties, effectually concealing all the subjacent strata. 

I do not believe that any judicious endeavours have been 
made to trace the probable prolongation of the coal-beds of 
Nottingham beneath this covering to the south of the Der- 
went ; and this is one of the points which most demands, and 
would ultimately best repay, such researches. 

I am thus conducted to the scattered coal-fields of our mid- 
land counties, which may probably be regarded as partial in- 
dications of the southern extension of the fields already traced; 
but as these will require a more minute detail, I must reserve 
them for a future communication. Your old correspondent, 

V¢. D.  CO~YBF, ARE. 
[To be continued.] 

X X X .  Trigonometrical Height of Ingleborough above the 
Greeta at lngleton. B~ JOHN NtxoN, Esq.* 

B A R O M E T R I C A L  observations of the altitude of Ingle- 
borough above Ingleton, instituted with a view to improve 

the formula of calculation, might be obtained under many ad- 
vantages. Ingleton adjoins a great (coach) road, and possesses 
more than one comfortable inn, situated within a short distance 
of an eligible inferior station, more than 2000 feet below In- 
gleborough. On the summit of the hill the substantial tower 
lately erected would afford complete shelter to the observer, 
and enable him to fix his barometer unexposed to sun, wind, 
or wet. The descent is gradual, little obstrueted by rocks or 
bogs; and at one third of the distance to the village is a farm- 
house, where the instruments might be left with perfect safety. 
The indispensable datum of the trigonometrical height of the 
mountain above some fixed standard at its base, I have at- 
tempted to supply, and with, I trust, success, by the various 
measurements of which the details are now given. 

At Ingleborough and at Hunt 's  Cross the angles for the 
distances were measured by the 12-inch repeating circle de- 
scribed in the Load.  and Edinb. Phil. Mag., vol. i. p. 340. 
At the latter station, and also at the base line measured near 
Ingleton ehureh, the vertical angles were obtained by the 
horizon sector. 

* Communicated by the Author. 
Y ~  
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